SCAN COIN Connect Value
Data collection software

SCAN COIN Connect Value software can be linked to multiple
Hedaing



Customise up to 8 headings in the Excel ﬁle – for instance user
identiﬁcation, cash book number, customer, date of the count,

note or coin counters/sorters to provide efﬁcient data collection.

accounting date, etc. – in addition to data sent automatically
from the machines.

Collect data cost-effectively
Connect Value is a new, easy-to-use application that provides
a ﬂow of data from multiple counters or sorters to Microsoft®

 Utilise Excel – more or less everybody has this software
installed and is familiar with using it. Data sent to the Excel

Ofﬁce Excel. This fast and effective solution is easy to install and

ﬁle can be subsequently displayed, processed or exported

requires little operator training for optimal use.

according to the customer’s requirements.

The software is designed for cash handling environments with

Key beneﬁts

cash throughput spread over a number of machines. Connect

A new alternative in data collection

Value is intended as a better alternative to manual “pen and



handling operations with multiple machines.

paper” handling of data. It is highly suitable in cases where
assistance is needed to boost the data processing efﬁciency of
counting activities.

Improves data collection efficiency for small-scale cash



Eliminates labour-intensive “pen and paper” data handling.

Easy from all angles

This new application is the latest addition to the Connect family



Easy to install, simply connect your machine(s) to your PC.

of software products such as Connect CDP and Connect CDS –



Easy to learn, little training is required for optimal use.

a range that aims to monitor, link and simplify cash handling

Easy to use, offering a simple interface between your counters/

sorters and Excel.

activities.

Ideal as a back-ofﬁce solution in
smaller retail environments.

Facilitates your day-to-day cash follow-up.

Using Connect Value




Reliable hardware and reliable software –
a great combination.

Excellent in operation

Install the software and a plug-in for the machines you want



to collect data from.



Choose if you want to control the machine from Connect Value,



or operate the machine as normal and simply collect data from
the PC.


Connect your coin and note machines to
Connect Value.

Plug in Connect Value to the PC via the COM port, and to the
machine via the printer port.

 View data sent automatically from Connect Value – such as
the total sum, time of the count or break down of denomina-

tions – in an Excel ﬁle.

Enables use of familiar Excel software in data processing.
Smooth customisation of Excel ﬁle management.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Rapidly improves the efficiency of your cash handling

WIDTH
x mm / x"
routines.
DEPTH
HEIGHT
WEIGHT
x kg / x lbs
TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
VOLTAGE
230 V / 50 Hz,
115 V/60
Hzwith service pack 4 (SP4),
OPERATING SYSTEM Microsoft
Windows
2000
Microsoft XP or later
CAPACITY
STANDARD PC
128 MB RAM or greater
SERIAL PORT(S) for communication

Founded in 1966, SCAN COIN is one of today’s leading suppliers of cash processing equipment, system solutions and services.
Our worldwide customer base is served through a network of SCAN COIN companies and distribution partners covering some 120 countries.
SCAN COIN develops, manufactures and markets equipment and integrated solutions for handling banknotes and coins, and has become
a world leader in the automatic cash processing market.

SCAN COIN COMPANIES
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PHONE

E-MAIL

SCAN COIN A/S
SCAN COIN A/S
SCAN COIN Ltd.
SCAN COIN Ireland Ltd.
SCAN COIN-PERCONTA GmbH
SCAN COIN Inc.
SCAN COIN S.L.
SCAN COIN Ltd.
SCAN COIN-Borsu Systema B.V.
SCAN COIN Belgium
SCAN COIN France
ServiCash Lda.
SOTREMO SA

Rosenholmveien 20 | NO-1252 Olso | Norway
Smedeland 6 | DK-2600 Glostrup | Denmark
Dutch House | 110 Broadway | Salford Quays | M50 2UW | UK
Bracetown Business Park | Clonee | Dublin 15 | Ireland
Sylvesterallee 2 | DE-225 25 Hamburg | Germany
20145 Ashbrook Place | Suite 110 | Ashburn VA 20147-3375 | USA
Tomas Bretón | 31-35 Local 7 | 08950 Esplugues de Llobregat | Barcelona | Spain
Room 1301-2, 13/F | Easey Commercial Building | 253 - 261 Hennessy Road | Wanchai | Hong Kong
Van Weerden Poelmanweg 23 | NL-3768 MN Soestduinen | The Netherlands
4, Rue de la Presse | BE-1000 Bruxelles | Belgium
93, Parc Pereire | B.P. 60864 | FR-78108 Saint-Germain-en-Laye Cedex | France
Rua Campos Junior, 7-A | 1070-306 Lisboa | Portugal
Rte de Pra de Plan 17 | CH-1618 Châtel-St-Denis | Switzerland

+47 66 81 34 00
+45 43 63 06 44
+44 161 873 0500
+353 1 801 4077
+49 40 547 6130
+1 703 729 8600 | 800 336 3311 (Toll free)
+34 902 446 777
+852 2590 6438
+31 35 603 98 88
+32 2 229 19 16
+33 1 39 04 05 50
+351 21 760 90 44
+41 21 905 81 70

info@scancoin.no
info@scancoin.dk
sales@scancoin.co.uk
sales@scancoin.ie
info@scancoin.de
inquiry@scancoin-usa.com
info@scancoin.es
clam@scancoin.com.hk
info@scbs.nl
infos@scancoin.fr
infos@scancoin.fr
servicash@mail.telepac.pt
sotremo@sotremo.ch

Service is available worldwide through a network of SCAN COIN factory-trained service specialists.
SCAN COIN reserves the right to change the design and/or speciﬁcations without prior notice.
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